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Resource Allocation for Joint Communication and
Positioning in mmWave Ad hoc Networks

Xueni Luo, Xiaofeng Lu, Benquan Yin, and Kun Yang, Follow, IEEE

Abstract—Joint communication and positioning will be a crit-
ical driver in future wireless networks for emerging application
areas. Supporting mobility, Ad-hoc networks can freely and
dynamically self-organize an arbitrary and temporary network
topology without any pre-existing infrastructure. Combined with
millimeter-wave (mmWave), Ad-hoc networks can construct com-
munication links with less time and higher directivity due to
directional antennas and building blockage. The wide spectrum of
mmWave could provide a high-oriented channel for positioning,
which is significant for multi-user conditions. In this paper, we
concentrate on high-efficiency algorithms to allocate spectrum
and power to different services and achieve a performance
tradeoff between the communication and positioning process.
Besides, the severe interference between users would degrade
the actual system performance. To address these challenges, this
paper proposes an optimal clustering algorithm based on the
mmWave Line of Sight (LoS) probability to form two different
sub-nets for communication and positioning services, respectively.
Then, the available spectrum resources are divided into two
parts for the above sub-nets under the Filtered-Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplexing (F-OFDM) technique, which
could design sub-bands independently. Finally, we proposed an
optimal algorithm to allocate sub-bands and power to improve
the performance of the communication sub-net while guaran-
teeing the positioning performance in the corresponding sub-
net. Numeric simulation results demonstrate that the proposed
resource allocation algorithm could achieve better performance
both in the communication and position process.

Index Terms—Joint communication and positioning,
Millimeter-wave, Clustering algorithm, Resource allocation, Ad
hoc network.

I. INTRODUCTION

JOINT communication and positioning is expected to be a
key technique in promoting the construction of connected

and autonomous vehicles (CAVs) networks [1], smart cities
[2], and the Internet of Things (IoT) [3]. With the ever-
increasing demand for precise positioning in many emerging
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applications, the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS)
with meter-level accuracy has become increasingly inadequate
in providing high performance, seamless, wide-area location
services [4], especially in indoor environments, valleys, and
other harsh environments. An Ad hoc network is a system of
wireless mobile nodes that can freely and dynamically self-
organize an arbitrary and temporary network topology with
less networking time consumption and no demand for pre-
existing infrastructures [5]–[7]. As a convenient infrastructure-
free communication tool, Ad hoc networks have also be-
come an important positioning solution in harsh environments.
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)
technology can divide the total system bandwidth into a set
of orthogonal sub-carriers that can be allocated to multiple
users for simultanous transmissions [8]. Each wireless mobile
node in the OFDMA Ad hoc network can transmit signals
directly with other nodes without the eNB. With the enormous
available bandwidth, it is also attractive for Ad hoc networks
to operate in the mmWave frequencies. In addition, mmWave
Ad hoc systems may experience less interference due to
directional antennas and building blockage [9]. As two key
enablers for future wireless systems [10]–[14], the application
of mmWave and massive multiple-input multiple-out (MIMO)
technologies would confer higher multi-path resolution in both
time and angular domains and could enable high-accuracy
positioning [15]. Hence, combined with such technologies, it
would be beneficial to deliver flexible and thorough joint com-
munication and positioning services that could realize a high-
oriented position and high-rate communication simultaneously
based on mmWave Ad hoc networks [9], [16], especially for
Base Station (BS)-free scenarios [17].

In joint systems, the communication performance can be
improved at the cost of reducing the sensing performance [18],
which is the performance trade-off between two services. To
realize a trade-off between the communication and positioning
services, there would always be a resource competition in
joint communication and positioning. This emphasizes the
importance of efficient resource allocation algorithms when
the available resources are limited, such as time slot, frequency
spectrum, and power. In [19], the author states the relationship
between achievable position quality and data rate in different
beam training times. Based on [19], the author redistributes
the wireless transmission frame structure with the initial access
part, data transmission part, and position part [20]. In addition,
the optimal tradeoff between communication capability and
positioning quality is posed based on different mmWave beam
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training strategies in [21], [22]. Nevertheless, they do not
consider the specific resource allocation algorithm but only the
beam training. In [23], [24], the authors propose an optimal
power allocation scheme to minimize the average positioning
error while satisfying the quality of services (QoS) demand
and power budget constraints. They achieve the tradeoff
between communication and positioning. However, they do
not consider other effect elements to acquire more general
conclusions. In [25], the author investigates different time-
frequency resource allocation strategies in an mmWave frame-
work considering communication and localization services
in a multi-user multi-carrier case. However, their resource
allocation algorithms regard the time-frequency block as the
minimum unit in lack of the element of sub-carrier and could
not fit the actual changing needs.

In addition to communication and positioning performance,
joint communication and positioning also needs to guarantee
the QoS demand for each user in a multi-user case. [26] in-
vestigates the channel width self-adaption scheme for OFDMA
multi-hop Ad hoc networks, which leads to rewarding resource
allocation. However, for quintessential Orthogonal Frequency
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) or OFDMA, there would be
only one default parameter setting mode in the air interface
technology, such as fixed cyclic prefix, sub-carrier interval, etc,
which makes them formidable to support diversified applica-
tion scenarios [27], [28]. Therefore, [29] proposes the concept
of F-OFDM, which is evolved from OFDM and extended to
be a more applicable technology in virtue of lower spectrum
leakage and smaller out-of-band interference by setting sub-
band filters at the transmitting and receiving terminals. And
[30] examines a multi-service resource allocation method in
the F-OFDM system. However, the author does not mention
joint communication and positioning. The growing number of
users will cause more serious multi-user interference, which
would significantly degrade communication and positioning
performance. In [31], the author studies beam selection and
power allocation problems, and achieves a large rate-accuracy
region compared to conventional schemes. However, it ignores
the interference between users. For this aspect, [32] made
researches on cluster schemes based on mmWave LoS prob-
ability to enhance the connectivity among a single cluster
against severe path loss from None Line of Sight (NLoS)
scenarios. Combined with optimal resource allocation algo-
rithms and effective clustering schemes, joint communication
and positioning based on mmWave Ad hoc networks and F-
OFDM could realize better comprehensive performance with
little interference.

The quality of experience in wireless networks highly de-
pends on both the accuracy of positioning awareness [33] and
the communication capability. To the best of our knowledge,
in the context of joint communication and positioning, there
is no existing work about addressing the demand for flexible
division of frequency spectrum and power which could achieve
positioning awareness and communication capability for the
mmWave Ad hoc system based on F-OFDM. Against the
existing approaches, the key contributions of this paper are
as follows:
• Considering to adapt to the different characteristics of

communication and positioning service, we establish a
joint communication and positioning system model based
on F-OFDM in mmWave multi-hop Ad-hoc networks.
According to the different service functions, we recon-
struct the integrated network into an independent com-
munication network and positioning network.

• We use the LoS probability between users to be the
similarity metric for clustering, and propose the modified
LoS-AP clustering algorithm for mmWave systems to
form two independent sub-nets for different demands of
communication and positioning services. And each sub-
net would be transferred into several non-intersecting and
non-overlapping clusters.

• We divide the feasible spectrum into two sub-nets based
on F-OFDM and investigate the joint resource allocation
problem in two sub-nets corresponding to sub-bands and
power. We could solve it with a modified Generalized
Benders Decomposition (GBD) algorithm, in which the
basic idea is to decompose the primal problem into two
iterative sub-problem. The proposed effective allocation
scheme could achieve a higher sum rate in the constraint
of positioning accuracy.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
describes the mmWave channel property and comprehensive
system model. Section III introduces the performance metrics
and cluster methods. Section IV presents the optimization
problem and proposed transmission scheme. Section V shows
the simulation results. Finally, the conclusions are stated in
Section VI.

Notations: The transpose, conjugate, and conjugate trans-
pose are denoted by (·)T, (·)∗, and (·)H, respectively. E {·}
denotes the expectation of any estimation variables.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

This section describes the mmWave channel model for
communication and positioning respectively, and the joint
communication and positioning system model in the mmWave
Ad hoc network based on F-OFDM. The mathematical repre-
sentations for mmWave received signal are also presented here,
which are prepared for defining performance metrics and the
proposed transmission scheme in the next section.

A. MmWave channel model

Accounting for the unfavorable drawbacks of NLoS scenar-
ios, the subsection would only consider LoS paths [34], [35].

1) Path loss model: In 3GPP, there are massive well-known
channel models broadly employed in industry, such as UMi,
UMa, etc [36]. They provide key channel parameters including
LoS probabilities, path loss models, path delays, and path
power levels. The Free Space Path Loss (FSPL) model usually
be used to describe the loss of LoS paths over distance at all
relevant frequencies [35]. As a standardized basic modeling
method, the FSPL model determine the path loss with distance
and frequency and can be written as:

FSPL (fc, di,j) = 32.4 + 20 log10 (di,j) + 20 log10 (fc) ,
(1)



where dij and fc are the Euclidean distance between node i
and j in 2-Dimension and the carrier frequency, respectively.
From (1), di,j could be expressed as:

dij = 10
Lossij −20 log10(fc)−32.4

20 , (2)

where Lossij is the mmWave path loss between node i and j.
According to the standard of 3GPP TR 38.901 for UMi

scenarios, mmWave LoS probability between node i and node
j could be presented by

PLOSi,j = min

(
d1

dij
, 1

)(
1− exp

(
−dij
d2

))
+ exp

(
−dij
d2

)
,

(3)

where PLOSi,j is the mmWave LoS probability, namely it
could distinguish LoS path to some extent, d1 and d2 are fit
parameters with constant values.

2) Positioning model: In the mmWave MIMO systems, it
is possible to estimate distances and angles accurately by
a large bandwidth and beamforming [37], [38]. Consider a
wireless mmWave downlink scenario consisting of a known
anchor node equipped with Nt antenna elements and two
user nodes, each equipped with Nr antenna elements. The
precoding vector of the anchor node for n-th sub-carrier is
denoted as fn ∈ CNt . Thus, these two user nodes’ positions
relative to the anchor node are illustrated in Fig.1, given as
pu = [pux, p

u
y ]T ∈ R2. Fig.1 also describes the LoS mmWave

channel parameters including φu ∈ [0, π), θu ∈ [0, π), and τu,
which are angles of arrival (AoA), angles of departure (AoD),
and time delay respectively.
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Fig. 1. Example of deployment with 1 anchor node and two user nodes at
location p1 and p2 respectively.

In fact, there are multi-path components (MPCs) in the
mmWave communication. However, when no prior knowledge
of range biases is available, NLoS signals make no contribu-
tion to the Equivalent Fisher’s Information Matrix (EFIM) for
the positioning [39]. So the positioning model only needs to
consider the LoS path.

Assume that the complex signal is transmitted across N
continuous sub-carriers centered around frequency fc with
bandwidth B. Then the Nr ×Nt complex positioning channel
matrix for n-th sub-carrier between anchor node and u-th user
node is denoted by Hn

p,u and is formulated as in [40]:

Hn
p,u =

√
Lossp,uhp,ue

−j2πτp,u nB
N aR,u (φp,u)aH

T,u (θp,u) ,
(4)

where Lossp,u denotes the average path loss between anchor
node and u-th user node, and hp,u ∈ C is the channel
coefficient. Consider two uniform linear arrays (ULA) for
transmitting antenna and receiving antenna with an odd num-
ber of antenna elements. And the transmitting antenna array
response could be presented by

aT,u(θp,u) =
1√
Nt

[
e−j(

Nt+1
2 −1)Z , . . . , e−j(

Nt+1
2 −Nt)Z

]T
,

(5)
with Z = 2π

λc
d cos (θp,u).

In (5), λc denotes the wavelength corresponding to the
center frequency of transmitted signals, and d is the inter-
element distance. Similarly, aR,u (φp,u) could be derived by
exchanging θp,u, Nt with φp,u and Nr in (5) respectively.

3) Communication model: Assumed that there are L MPCs
in the mmWave communication between user node u and i,
the Nr ×Nt complex communication channel matrix for n-th
sub-carrier between user node u and i is denoted by Hn

c,iu

and is formulated as:

Hn
c,iu =√
Lossc,iu

L∑
l=1

hlc,iue
−j2πτ l

c,iu
nB
N aR,iu

(
φlc,iu

)
aH
T,iu

(
θlc,iu

)
.

(6)

in which the parameters are similar to that in the positioning
channel model. Therefore, for user node u’s transmitted signal
denoted by sn,u, the corresponding user node i’s received
signal yniu could be expressed as:

yniu =
√
Puw

H
i H

n
c,iufnsn,u + ñ, (7)

where Pu is the transmitted power with respect to the u-th user
node. wi ∈ CNr denotes the beamforming vector in the i-th
user node. ñ is the additional white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
with zero mean and N0/2 variance.

B. Joint communication and positioning system model

The comprehensive system model in mmWave Ad hoc
system with F-OFDM is illustrated as Fig.2. In Fig.2(a), there
exist 18 unknown user nodes and 3 known anchor nodes,
among which user nodes would experience communication
and positioning services in the initial topological network.
When each node communicates with each other through F-
OFDM signal, the target nodes can also be located by receiving
F-OFDM signal from the anchor node, and the sub-bands used
for positioning service are different from that for communi-
cation service. Besides, the anchor nodes are only regarded
as indispensable for positioning the user nodes, as declared in
Section II-A.
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(b) Communication sub-nets with 5 clusters.
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(c) Position sub-nets with 3 clusters around anchor nodes.

Fig. 2. Joint communication and positioning system model and communication and position sub-nets.

When the network only provides communication services,
Fig.2(a) can be simplified to Fig.2(b), all user nodes have the
same identity to send/receive communication signals. When
the network only provides the positioning service, Fig.2(a)
can be simplified to Fig.2(c), the nodes in the network are
distinguished as the anchor nodes and the target nodes which
need to be located. The target node receives the signal from
the anchor node and obtains its own location information
through the positioning algorithm and calculating the receiving
signal waveform parameters which are not the focuses of
this paper. In other words, the initial topological network is
divided into two sub-nets, the communication sub-net and the
positioning sub-net. Each sub-net includes several clusters. As
for Fig.2(b), all user nodes are clustering into 5 clusters on
account of the communication services. In each cluster in
Fig.2(b), the blue user nodes denote the cluster head node
to transmit information and control resource allocation in its
cluster and the yellow user nodes denote the gateway node
to forward information between different clusters. According
to Fig.2(c), the user nodes would be clustered around each
most suitable anchor node for the positioning services by the
proposed clustering algorithm which would be introduced in
Section IV in detail. And the anchor nodes play the role of
controlling resource allocation for positioning.

In [41], the author deduced the target node’s position from
the received signal sent by the anchor node, and show that the

positioning accuracy is determined by the network topology,
channel condition, signal waveform and transmission power. In
the resource-limited wireless positioning network, the network
topology and channel conditions are usually determined by the
external environment, so the reasonable resource allocation to
nodes including power, bandwidth and carrier frequency is
the key tool to improve positioning accuracy. In our network,
the sub-carriers and power should be mainly allocated to user
nodes and anchor nodes to process the communication and
position services. Assume that there are N sub-carriers, and
the transmit power is presented by Ptotal. Owing to F-OFDM,
all sub-carriers could be composed into different orthogonal
resource blocks (RB) by sliding windows of variable length.
Subsequently, RBs would randomly constitute different sub-
bands, avoiding overlapping between the communication and
positioning spectrum to reduce the co-channel interference.
In Fig.3, after clustering, the user nodes in the same cluster
use the orthogonal sub-bands to reduce the interference be-
tween user nodes. In general, the same sub-bands could be
implemented in two or more clusters if and only if the two or
more point-to-point links in different clusters do not contain a
common node in the multi-hop communication process, while
the same sub-bands could be implemented in two or more
positioning clusters since positioning clusters are independent
and devoid of any links, which saves the resources in the same
conditions.
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Finally, their sub-nets would have different sub-bands and
power allocation schemes to process communication and po-
sitioning services to improve comprehensive performance.

III. PERFORMANCE METRICS

A. Positioning accuracy

For an unknown user node, it is crucial to measure its
parameters and link with an adjacent anchor node, comprising
AoA, AoD, time delay, Cartesian coordinates, relative direc-
tion angle αu, and channel coefficient. However, an angle
measurement is difficult and expensive, much less than the es-
timation process. Hence, consider µu =

[
pux, p

u
y , αu, H

R
u , H

I
u

]
be the vector including the estimation variables of u-th user
node to characterise the position error bounds. HR

u , HI
u are

the real and imaginary channel coefficients, respectively.
It is known that the mean squared error matrix of any

unbiased single parameter for deterministic parameters and
any other estimators of the random parameter is bounded by
Cramér–Rao Lower Bound (CRLB), which equals the inverse
of Fisher information matrix (FIM) as

E
{

(µ̂u − µu) (µ̂u − µu)
T
}
< J−1

u , (8)

where µ̂u is the unbiased estimator of µu, and Ju ∈ R5×5

denotes the FIM for µu, computed by

Ju , Ey|µu

[
−∂

2 ln f (y | µu)

∂µu∂µ
T
u

]
, (9)

where f (y|µu) is the likelihood function of the random
received vector y with µu as a condition and expressed as:

f (y|µu) ∝ exp

 1

N0

N/2∑
n=−N/2

(
2<
(
ζH
ny

n
)
− ‖ζn‖

2
2

) ,

(10)
where ζn

∆
= Hn

p,uwrfn
, ∝ represents an equivalence relation

independent of constants.
The utilization of CRLB as a performance metric for posi-

tioning is desirable due to its tractability and its asymptotical
achievability in high SNR regimes [37], and the corresponding

FIM for (8) would be computed by (9) and (11), where the
values of the matrix entries are given in Appendix A.

Ju =

N/2∑
n=−N/2

Ju,n, (11)

where Ju,n is FIM of the n-th sub-carrier and is presented as
shown at the bottom of this page with the order of (12) [40].

In addition, we only consider the dominant LoS paths in
calculating (9) and (11) to reduce the complexity of inverting
the matrix for the derivation of CRLB. Although the MPCs
independently contribute to the FIM as Nr and B increases
theoretically, it is demonstrated in [41], [42] that the CRLB on
the position is negatively affected only by the first-contiguous
MPCs if LoS paths are present together with MPCs, which
affirmed the feasibility of this computed strategies.

Hence, there are two relative concepts for characterizing
u-th user node’s positioning accuracy, Position Error Bound
(PEB) and Orientation Error Bound (OEB), which could be
expressed by [40]:

PEBu =
√

trace
(
J−1
u,1:2,1:2 (XN )

)
, (13)

OEBu =
√
J−1
u,3,3 (XN ), (14)

where XN ∈ CM×M is defined as the block diagonal matrix
consisting of the matrix F n over each sub-carrier with M =
Nt ×N and F n = fnf

H
n , expressed as

XN =


F 1

F 2

. . .
FN

 . (15)

B. Data rate

Within a channel coherence time Tc, we assume that a
user only transmits signals to another user, i.e. point-to-point
communication. Based on Shannon Theory, all feasible LoS
paths have their optimal sub-bands bandwidth and transmitted
power owing to inequable channel gain, in the mmWave Ad
hoc network based on F-OFDM.

From the received signal in (7), the i-th user node received
signal-noise ratio (SNR) based on the signal transmitted by
the u-th user node could be presented as [31]:

SNRu =
1

N0

nN∑
n=n1

Pu
∣∣wH

i H
n
c,iufn

∣∣2 |sn,u|2
=

1

N0

nN∑
n=n1

Pu |sn,u|2 Lossc,iu |hc,iu|2
∣∣wH

i aR,iu
∣∣2 aHT,iuF naT,iu

=
1

N0
aH
ζ,iuXNaζ,iu

=
1

N0
PCu ,

(16)

with

aH
ζ,iu =

[
ζu |sn1,u|aT

T,iu · · · ζu |snN ,iu|aT
T,iu

]T
, (17)
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where ζu =
√
Pu Lossc,iu |hc,iu|

∣∣wH
i aR,iu

∣∣ .
The data rate for the u-th user node could be formulated as

Ru = BCu log2 (1 + SNRu), (18)

where BCu denotes the allocated transmitted sub-bands corre-
sponding to PCu in the communication process.

Hence, the sum rate for U users, can now be expressed by

R =
U∑
u=1

Ru =
U∑
u=1

BCu log2 (1 + SNRu)

=
U∑
u=1

BCu log2

(
1 +

PCu
N0

)
.

(19)

In reality, the estimated channel state information (CSI) is
imperfect. In this case, the anchor node treats the estimated
channels as the true channels which could be indicated by the
design of fn and wi. Then N0 in (19) is assumed by treating
the interuser interference and the interference from the channel
estimation error as a part of the effective noise in (16) [31].

IV. PROPOSED TRANSMISSION SCHEME

This section presents an optimization problem for designing
sub-bands and power allocation schemes. Most joint communi-
cation and positioning scenarios must guarantee required posi-
tion accuracy while generating a high data rate for user nodes.
In this regard, the resource allocation problem considering
position accuracy and communication capability is formulated
first, and then the corresponding transmission schemes are
derived.

A. Problem formulation

Consider a mmWave Ad hoc network with F-OFDM con-
sisting of U user nodes and K anchor nodes. Each node is
equipped with an F-OFDM radio. The transmission range of
each node is set to be d∗. And the problem formulation here
adopts the optimal beamformers design both for anchor nodes
and user nodes whatever the sub-bands are allocated in [19].
This could be expressed as a joint optimization problem with
two control variables, which could be presented by

SP ,
{

PEBu,OEBu, P
P
u , B

P
u

}U
u=1

, (20a)

SC ,
{
Ru, P

C
u , B

C
u

}U
u=1

, (20b)

SG ,
{
SP ,SC

}U
u=1

, (20c)

where PPu and BPu are denoted the allocated transmitted
power and sub-bands like PCu and BCu , but for the positioning
process.

Utilizing (20), the feasible sets for the optimization problem
are expressed to consider the constraints as

ŠP ,
{
SP : PEBu ≤ εPEB

u ,∀u (21a)

OEBu ≤ εOEB
u ,∀u (21b)

U∑
u=1

PPu ≤ PPtotal (21c)

U∑
u=1

BPu ≤ BPtotal (21d)

PPu � 0,∀u, (21e)

BPu � 0,∀u.
}

(21f)

ŠC ,
{
SC : Ru ≥ R∗u,∀u (22a)

U∑
u=1

PCu ≤ PCtotal, (22b)

U∑
u=1

BCu ≤ BCtotal, (22c)

PCu � 0,∀u (22d)

BCu � 0,∀u
}

(22e)

ŠG ,
{
SG : PPtotal + PCtotal ≤ Ptotal (23a)

BPtotal +BCtotal ≤ Btotal
}

(23b)

The constraints in (21a) and (21b) are the requirements
of the PEB and OEB where the right values denote the
highest position error bound for all user nodes. Similarly, the
constraint in (22a) is the lowest data rate for all user nodes.
The power constraints are satisfied with (21c), (21e), (22b),
(22d), and (23a). And the remaining are constraints about sub-
bands allocation.

From (19), (20), (21), (22), and (23), the optimization
problem is formulated as

P1 : maximize
SP ,SC ,SG

U∑
u=1

BCu log2

(
1 + SNRu(PCu )

)
(24)

subject to : SP ⊆ ŠP ,
SC ⊆ ŠC ,
SG ⊆ ŠG.

Since the sub-bands could not be multiplexed by commu-
nications and positioning for a single user node, P1 could
be decomposed into two sub-problems. The first sub-problem
is for the positioning process, in which the requirements for
accuracy are satisfied with the minimum power and (nearly)
optimal sub-bands, expressed by

P2 : minimize
SP

PPtotal + γBPtotal (25)

Ju,n =


Φn (pux, p

u
x) Φn

(
pux, p

u
y

)
Φn (pux, αu) Φn

(
pux, H

R
u

)
Φn
(
pux, H

I
u

)
Φn
(
puy , p

u
x

)
Φn
(
puy , p

u
y

)
Φn
(
puy , αu

)
Φn
(
puy , H

R
u

)
Φn
(
puy , H

I
u

)
Φn (αu, p

u
x) Φn

(
αu, p

u
y

)
Φn (αu, αu) Φn

(
αu, H

R
u

)
Φn
(
αu, H

I
u

)
Φn
(
HR
u , p

u
x

)
Φn
(
HR
u , p

u
y

)
Φn
(
HR
u , αu

)
Φn
(
HR
u , H

R
u

)
Φn
(
HR
u , H

I
u

)
Φn
(
HI
u, p

u
x

)
Φn
(
HI
u, p

u
y

)
Φn
(
HI
u, αu

)
Φn
(
HI
u, H

R
u

)
Φn
(
HI
u, H

I
u

)

 , (12)



subject to : SP ⊆ ŠP .

After solving Problem P2, the remaining power and sub-
bands set for the communication process could be determined
owing to (23a) and (23b). Then the second sub-problem’s
objective is to maximize the data rate, as follows

P3 : maximize
SC ,SG

U∑
u=1

BCu log2

(
1 + SNRu(PCu )

)
(26)

subject to :SC ⊆ ŠC ,
SG ⊆ ŠG.

According to Problem P2, and P3, the next subsections
propose an optimal transmission scheme.

B. Clustering scheme

In the mmWave Ad hoc network, it is crucial to allocate
resources to nodes whose links are LoS to maximize data rate.
Hence, this subsection proposed a clustering scheme based
on LoS probability. The anchor nodes operate as the CHs
as Section II-B depicted for the positioning process, and the
accuracies should be coordinated. In addition, it is illogical
to perform intra-cluster positioning process, which means the
clustering scheme has little effect on the positioning process.
And for the communication process, it is indispensable to
design a cluster scheme to program the resource allocation in
communication links when allowed for resource multiplexing.

The clustering scheme is developed by the LoS probability,
and the objective is to maximize the LoS probabilities in the
topology, which is similar to the basic idea of the Affinity
Propagation algorithm (AP) [43]. AP algorithm inputs the
concrete similarity matrix, s(i, k) ∈ RU×U , which U equals
the overall number of users. The diagonal elements are defined
as p(i) and output the unique clustering result. Moreover, AP
would lead into two essential matrixes, namely responsibility
matrix r(i, j), and availability matrix a(i, j), as follows

rt+1(i, k) =

s(i, k)−max
j 6=k
{at(i, j) + s(i, j)} , i 6= k

p(k)−max (at+1(i, j), s(i, j)) , i = k
(27)

where the responsibility matrix elements are set zero before
iterations and denote how well-suited node k is to serve as the
CH of node i, taking into account other nodes for node i.

at+1(i, j) =


min
i6=k

{
0, rt(j, j) +

∑
j 6=i,k

{max (0, rt(j, k))}

}
,∑

max
j 6=k,i=k

(0, rt(j, k)) ,

(28)
where the availability matrix elements denote how well-suited
node i regard node k as the CH and are initialized to be zero.

And the iteration processes of responsibility matrix and
availability matrix could be formulated as

rt+1(i, k) = (1− β)rt+1(i, k) + βrt(i, k), (29a)
at+1(i, k) = (1− β)at+1(i, k) + βat(i, k), (29b)

where β ∈ (0, 1) represents a damping factor to promote
convergence. β is introduced to attenuate the attraction and

attribution information. In the iteration process, the responsi-
bility and availability matrix of the previous generation will
have an impact on that of the current generation, and the
weight of the influence is adjusted by β. When the number
of clusters generated by our modified Los-AP algorithm keeps
changing during the iteration process, and the algorithm can
not converge, increasing β can eliminate the oscillation and
improve the convergence rate.

Hence, we modify the input as the LoS probability between
nodes computed by (3) to maximize the LoS probability and
to allocate resources effectively, which the diagonal elements
are formulated as

p(i) = λ · average {s(i, k)} (30)

where λ is an impact factor for clustering radius to some
extent. And the constraints on clustering are the maximum
radius of final clusters which is less than or equal to the
transmission range of nodes, expressed by rmax ≤ d∗, where
d∗ is computed by (3) with a certain LoS probability η.

The inter-cluster communication challenge could be settled
in this way. However, it is still unfeasible for communication
links between two different clusters, namely multi-hop com-
munication across clusters. The gateway nodes are chosen to
treat as relay nodes then.

For the above scenario, it is conceivable that the possibil-
ity of realizing multi-hop communications is related to the
clustering scheme because of the premise of the transmission
range d∗. On account of it, clusters are considered as neighbors
when existing di,j ≤ d∗ and node i, node j are from different
clusters. And the gateway nodes are the nodes that have the
minimum value of di,j , which numbers are no less than 1 in
each cluster. Likewise, the cluster would be considered a Sole
Cluster with no neighbors.

Assume G clusters after clustering comprising of U user
nodes. And the proposed clustering scheme for maximizing
the LoS probabilities through all user nodes is summarized in
Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2.

C. Problem solved scheme

1) Positioning process: Since Problem P2 is a mixed-
integer problem with non-convex constraints, which is difficult
to be directly solved. Instead, we simplify Problem P2 by fix-
ing the totally allocated sub-bands and power for positioning.
In addition, the positioning accuracy constraints are satisfied
for each user node, which can simplify this problem further.

Then P2 is transformed to

Pu
2,a : minimize

SP
a

BPtotal (31a)

subject to : SPa ⊆ ŠPa , (31b)

subjectto : PPu = PPtotal /U, (31c)

where SPa ,
{

PEBu,OEBu, B
P
u

}U
u=1

, and the constraints
set ŠPa could be expressed similarly by ŠPa ,{
SPa : (21a), (21b)

}
. (31c) is the power constraint by equally
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Algorithm 1 Modified LoS-AP algorithm
Require : s(i, k), for i, k = 1, 2, ..., U and d∗

Initialization : s(i, k)← (3) when i 6= k,
Initialization : p(i)← (30) when i = k,
Initialization : rmax =∞,

1: Set η, and d∗ ← (3),
2: while rmax > d∗ within max iterations do
3: Itertion index: t = 1
4: Node index: u = v = 0
5: Matrix reset: rt = at = 0
6: repeat
7: u⇐ u+ 1
8: rt(i, k)← (27), (29a),
9: at(i, k)← (28), (29b),

10: until u = U
11: repeat
12: v ⇐ v + 1
13: Solve max

k
{rt(i, k) + at(i, k)}

14: if k = i then set node i as CH,
15: else set node k as CH of node i,
16: end if
17: until v = U
18: if CH seletion changes then restart from 2;
19: else t⇐ t+ 1
20: Update rmax
21: if rmax ≤ d∗ then break,
22: else adjust p(i) by factor λ,
23: end if
24: end if
25: end while
26: return clustering results and η.

Algorithm 2 Gateway node seletion algorithm based on η
Require : clustering results and η,

1: while Sole Cluster exists within max iterations do
2: adjust p(i) and turn to Algorithm 1
3: end while
4: if Sole Cluster does not exist then return,
5: else adjust η and turn to Algorithm 1
6: end if
7: return the optimal clustering results and gateway nodes

selection.

distributed and PPtotal would be adjusted by the solution of
SPb , which could be formulated as:

Pu
2,b : minimize

SP
b

PP
total′

(32a)

subject to : SPb ⊆ ŠPb , (32b)

subjectto : BPtotal, (32c)

where SPb ,
{

PEBu,OEBu, P
P
u

}U
u=1

, and the constraints
set ŠPb could be expressed practically by ŠPb , ŠPa . (32c) is
the sub-bands constraint which comes from Problem SPa .

Since SPa is a prototypical resource allocation problem that
could be solved by the Greedy Algorithm according to channel

gain, we could get optimal sub-bands allocation concerning
corresponding power when considering the resource multiplex-
ing in different clusters. Then for Problem SPb , the objective
function is to minimize the power for the positioning process
in the constraint of sub-bands allocation given as Problem
SPa . After solving Problem SPb , replace PPtotal with PP

total′
in

Problem SPa and start another iteration until reach the optimal
results. And the proposed scheme for the positioning problem
is summarized in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Proposed scheme for positioning process

Require : SP , ŠP

1: while BPtotal does not converge within max iterations do
2: Node index: u = 0
3: repeat
4: u⇐ u+ 1
5: BPu ← (31a),
6: until u = U
7: while PP

total′
does not converge within max iterations

do
8: repeat
9: Reset: u = 0

10: u⇐ u+ 1
11: PPu ← (32a),
12: until u = U
13: end while
14: Replace PPtotal with PP

total′
,

15: end while
16: return PP

total′
, BPu .

2) Communication process: Owing to M clusters for the
communication process, the comprehensive problem could be
decomposed into M clusters’ sub-problem. Then P3 for m-th
cluster reduce to

P4 : maximize
SC
m SG

m

mn∑
u=m1

BCu log2

(
1 + SNRu(PCu )

)
(33)

subject to :SCm ⊆ ŠCm ,
SGm ⊆ ŠGm .

where SCm ,
{
SC
}mn

u=m1
, SGm ,

{
SG
}mn

u=m1
, and the

constraint set are expressed similarly as ŠCm ,
{
ŠC
}mn

u=m1

and ŠGm ,
{
ŠG
}mn

u=m1
.

Since Problem P4 is a mixed-integer problem, we could
solve it with a modified GBD algorithm, in which the basic
idea is to decompose the primal problem into two iterative
sub-problem with strong constraints, as follows:

P4,a : maximize
SC
m,a

mn∑
u=m1

BCu ·ψ (34a)

subject to :SCm,a ⊆ ŠCm,a, (34b)

SGm,a ⊆ ŠGm,a, (34c)

constraints on ψ, (34d)

where SCm,a , SCm
{
Ru, B

C
u

}
, SGm,a ,

{
SCm,a,SPm

}
, and

the constraint sets could be expressed similarly as ŠCm,a ,



ŠCm {(21c), (21d)} and ŠGm,a , ŠGm {(23b)}. It should be
noted that the constraint (22a) denotes the lower bound of data
rate so that the resource allocated for the positioning process
should be considered again if Problem P4,a has no optimal
solution. And (34d) are constraints on ψ which come from
P4,b to cut the feasible solution space namely Benders cuts.
In other words, in the initialization period, we utilize a slack
variable ψ to represent log2

(
1 + SNRu(PCu )

)
, and the first

constraint of (34d) would be the relaxed feasible region of ψ.
Then in the following iteration period, the feasible region of
(34d) would be reduced according to the solution of Problem
P4,b, as follows:

P4,b : maximize
SC
m,b

ψ = log2

(
1 + SNRu(PCu )

)
(35a)

subject to :SCm,b ⊆ ŠCm,b, (35b)

SGm,b ⊆ ŠGm,b, (35c)

where SCm,b , SCm
{
PCu
}

, SGm,b ,
{
SCm,b,SPm

}
, and the

constraint sets could be expressed similarly as ŠCm,b ,
ŠCm {(21b), (21d)} and ŠGm,b , ŠGm {(23a)}.

Algorithm 4 Proposed scheme for communication process
Require : PP

total′
, BPu ,M,SCm ,SGm and εC

Initialization : LB = −∞, UB =∞
1: Cluster index: m = 0
2: repeat
3: m⇐ m+ 1
4: while |UB − LB| > εC within max iterations do
5: BCu ← (34a),
6: ψ ← (36a)
7: Update LB, UB,
8: end while
9: if |UB − LB| > εC then add constraints on (34d)

10: end if
11: until m = M
12: return BCu and PCu for all user nodes.

In addition, P4,a is the Master problem, and the objective
function in (33) on the master problem’s optimal solution
denotes the lower bound of the primal problem, LB, while
P4,b is the Sub problem and its corresponding solution
denotes the upper bound of the primal problem, UB.

In Problem P4,a, it is practicable to compute the solution
owing to constraint (34d) and the distribution of channel gain.
And the objective function of Problem P4,b is Monotonically
increasing, which means that Problem P4,b could be trans-
formed into seeking the maximize value of SNRu(PCu ), as
follows:

P4,c : maximize
SC
m,b

2ψ − 1 = SNRu(PCu ) (36a)

subject to :SCm,b ⊆ ŠCm,b, (36b)

SGm,b ⊆ ŠGm,b, (36c)

Since Problem P4,c is an univariate maximize program-
ming with convex constraints, it could be efficiently solved

by using the existing solver, e.g., the Simplex Method. By
solving Problem P4,c, we could obtain the optimal value of
ψ. At this point, it is indispensable to examine whether this
judgment condition is established or not, as follows:

|UB − LB| ≤ εC (37)

where εC denotes the convergence tolerance parameter. And
if (37) is satisfied, it means that Problem P4 has been
solved and completed. The next step would be to calculate
the communication problem for M clusters to acquire BCu
and PCu for each user node. If not, (34d) would add another
new constraint based on the solution of Problem P4,c. The
comprehensive proposed solving scheme is summarized in
Algorithm 4.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present simulation results with the
corresponding simulation settings listed in Table.I.

The center frequency and bandwidth are set to 38GHz and
200MHz, respectively. And the sub-carrier interval is set to
150MHz. Besides, the antenna arrays of the anchor nodes and
user nodes are located at the same height of 1.5m. The anchor
nodes use identical ULA which the inter-element distance
between the antennas is set to 2.5mm. The user nodes utilize
the same configuration, but the number of antennas is different.
And Nt and Nr are set to 64 and 32 respectively. And the
number of MPC is set to 1 to acquire the LoS dominant path.

TABLE I
SIMULTION PARAMETERS SETTINGS

Parameter Configuration Value

Center Frequency 38GHz

Bandwidth 200MHz

Sub-carrier Interval 150kHz

Number of Anchor Node 4

Number of User Node 30

Antennas Number in Anchor Node 64

Antennas Number in User Node 32

SNR 10dB

Transmit Power 30-52dBm

Spectrum Density of Noise -174dB/Hz

Number of MPC 1

As Fig.4 shows, the 4 known anchor nodes and 30 un-
known user nodes are located at fixed positions in the two-
dimensional 100m× 100m area.

Fig.5 presents the clustering results for different cluster
algorithms with the basis of the fixed locations of user nodes
in Fig.4. And Fig.5(a) presents the final clusters with the
LoS probability η = 0.63 by Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2,
while Fig.5(b) is formed with the LoS probability η = 0.77.
Fig.5(c) and Fig.5(d) are formed with the same conditions by
the AP algorithm and the K-means algorithm. And in Fig.5(d),
there exist 6 known virtual CHs, which is the predetermined
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Fig. 4. Initial network geometry with 4 known anchor nodes and 30 unknown
user nodes, and the four anchor nodes are located at (20,80), (25,25), (60,80),
(80,40) respectively.

condition of the K-means algorithm. According to Fig.5(a)
and Fig.5(b), there would be different cluster results with the
change of η. Besides, there exists a Sole Cluster in Fig.5(b),
which means the corresponding clustering results are improper.
As for Fig.5(c), there would be 4 clusters which are less than
6 in Fig.5(a) and easier to suffer great interference between
users. And for Fig.5(d), there would be 6 virtual CH in the
topological network which is an additional cost for the systems
where the cluster number also should be set in advance.
In a word, Fig.5(a) presents the best clustering performance
compared with other algorithms, and we adopt it as the clusters
in the remaining simulation processes.

The goal of clustering algorithms is often to enhance
”intra-cluster similarity and inter-cluster dissimilarity”, so we
define the ratio of the intra-cluster distance Din to the inter-
cluster distance Dout in (38) as the criterion to compare the
effectiveness of different clustering algorithms, i.e., the Cluster
Validity Index.

D =
Din

Dout
=

∑
a∈Ci

∑K
k=1 ‖a− ck‖

2∑K
k=1

∥∥ck − C̄∥∥2 (38)

where Din denotes the sum of the distances from all cluster
member nodes to their CHs, Dout denotes the sum of the
distances from all CHs to the average of all CHs, K is the
number of clusters, Ck denotes k-th cluster and ck denotes
the CH of Ck. C̄ is the average of all CHs and a denotes the
cluster member node.

Fig.6 indicates the Cluster Validity Index of three clus-
ter algorithms including the proposed cluster algorithm with
different η, the AP algorithm and the K-means algorithm
with different number of user nodes. From the definition
of the Cluster Validity Index and (38), it is obvious that a
smaller value of D indicates a better clustering effect. In
Fig.6, under the same number of user nodes, the clustering
performance of the proposed algorithm is more effective than
two traditional clustering algorithms and the performance with
η = 0.63 outperforms that with η = 0.77 in theory. Because

the clustering result of the proposed algorithm has the smaller
intra-cluster distance and the greater inter-cluster distance
compared with other algorithms as shown in Fig.5.

Fig.7 shows the contour plots of positioning performance
metrics for various locations of a single user node within the
topological network in Fig.4. In this simulation, the number
of user nodes is set to 1 to acquire all locations’ performance
in the two-dimensional area. Since U = 1 and its changing
location, there is no need to cluster for only one user, which
means that all resources could be allocated to this user in
the communication process or the positioning process. As for
Fig.7(a), the PEB is increasing with the distance between the
user node and anchor node adding, and the location of the
anchor node has the lowest PEB. According to Fig.7(b), the
distribution trend of OEB depends on the fixed location of
anchor nodes, while the OEB is also lower in diagonal direc-
tions from each anchor node. On account of the formulation
of PEB, it is proportional to the distance from the anchor node
as Fig.7(a) shows. And for the OEB, the performance is also
proportional to the distance from the anchor node.

Fig.8 presents the tradeoff between the sum rate and the
PEB constraint in different resource allocation algorithms and
different transmit power Ptotal. At first, it is clear that the
proposed scheme performs always better than the average
power algorithm in [44]. Then, as the PEB constraints are
tighter, the sum rate improves at a peak value at first and then
decreases to zero. Besides, both of the localization accuracy
and the achievable sum rate could be higher when the transmit
power improves. And the lower bound of PEB for the proposed
scheme is also lower than the average power algorithm. As for
the left part of the peak value, the sum rate increases when the
PEB decreases. Because the channel estimation is imperfect at
first, the channel estimation information would be more and
more precise with the tighter PEB constraints. And the sum
rate would reach the peak value when the channel estimation
is perfect. As the right part of the peak value, there only
exists competition between the communication and positioning
process under the perfect channel estimation. Hence, the sum
rate would decrease when the localization accuracy improves.
And in Fig.8, we would acquire effective information about
joint communication and position from the right part of the
peak value.

Fig.9 presents the tradeoff between the sum rate and the
PEB constraint in different resource allocation algorithms with
different antennas numbers in anchor node Nt and antennas
numbers in user node Nr. It is clear that the use of larger
Nt and Nr can improve both of the localization accuracy and
the achievable sum rate because the presence of antenna gain
could promote communication and positioning performance
simultaneously.

Fig.10 shows convergence behaviors of the proposed algo-
rithms. Fig.10(a) shows the maximum cluster radius rmax and
maximum transmission radius of nodes d∗ within Algorithm
1 and Algorithm 2, that is, the proposed clustering algorithm.
Fig.10(b) shows the value of |UB − LB| in Algorithm 3 and
Algorithm 4 within a few iterations, that is, the proposed
resource allocation algorithm. As for Fig.10(a), the emergence
of the inflection point means that there exists a Sole Cluster in
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(a) Clusters with LoS probability η = 0.63 by the proposed
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(b) Clusters with LoS probability η = 0.77 by the proposed
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(d) Clusters by K-means algorithm with K = 6.

Fig. 5. Clustering results for different cluster algorithms within the fixed locations of user nodes.
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Fig. 6. Cluster Validity Index of different cluster algorithms with different
number of user nodes.

the final clusters in this iteration. Hence, the LoS probability
would be set afresh and continue the next iteration process.
It is observed that the overall iteration time is related to the
initial LoS probability. And for Fig.10(b), it proves that the
proposed resource allocation has good convergence and high
reliability.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed a clustering scheme and resource
allocation scheme in mmWave joint communication and po-
sitioning Ad hoc networks with F-OFDM. The user-centric
design enables to premeditate the different degrees of demands
for communication and positioning services, to guarantee the
data rate and positioning accuracy for the user nodes by
setting the same rate and accuracy constraints. In addition,
the proposed clustering scheme supplies flexibility in the
partition of the user nodes. Then the joint optimization of the
positioning and communication process is realized by taking
into account the LoS probability and distributing the remaining
spectrum resources. It is shown that the proposed scheme
could promote significantly the data rate and positioning
accuracy performance by efficiently exploiting and allocating
the wireless resources. From the results, we could conclude
that mmWave Ad hoc networks can efficiently satisfy the
users’ demands of the communication process and positioning
process with F-OFDM.
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(a) PEB performance in the topological network. (b) OEB performance in the topological network.

Fig. 7. Contour plots for different positioning performance metrics in the network and PP
total = 30dBm.
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APPENDIX
DERIVATION OF FIM IN (9)

Combined (8) and (9) with (10), it is easy to derive a
universal exemplar for matrix elements in Ju,n, as expressed

Φ (xu, yu) =

N/2∑
n=−N/2

Φn (xu, yu) (A.1)
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(a) The iteration graph of Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2 jointly.
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(b) The iteration graph of Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4 jointly.

Fig. 10. Convergence behaviors of the proposed algorithms and Ptotal =
50dBm.

where Φ (·) are elements in Ju, and xu, yu ={
pux, p

u
y , αu, H

R
u , H

I
u

}
. For the multiple sub-carrier case, we

exploit the symmetry of beamformers and transmitted data
considering f−n = fn and s−n = sn respectively to formulate
the FIM as in (8). Besides, the relative direction angle αu is
equal to AoD θu in geometry so that the transmitted antenna
array could be presented by au and ȧu = dau/dθ. And du
denotes the distance between user node and optimal anchor
node in 2-Dimension.



Hence, the components of the FIM in Ju, are as follows.
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where,
d0,u =

∥∥wH
uaR,u

∥∥2

2
, (A.3)

d1,u = aR,uw
H
u

d

dα
wH
uaR,u, (A.4)

d2,u =

∥∥∥∥ ddαwH
uaR,u
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2

, (A.5)

σu =
2PuTs Lossu

N0
, (A.6)

A1 =
√
σu cos (αu) /c, (A.7)

A2 =
√
σu sin (αu) /du, (A.8)

A3 =
√
σu sin (αu) /du, (A.9)

Xτ =

N/2∑
n=−N/2

|sn|2 n2F n, (A.10)

X =

N/2∑
n=−N/2

|sn|2 F n. (A.11)

And CRLB of variable µu could be expressed by J−1
u ,

which its first three diagonal elements are presented as follows

J−1
u,1,1 = Q ·

{
4π2 B

2

N2

∣∣h2
u

∣∣ d0,ua
H
uXτauA

2
3

}−1

+Q ·
{∣∣h2
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2
1

}−1

, (A.12a)

J−1
u,2,2 = Q ·

{
4π2 B

2

N2

∣∣h2
u

∣∣ d0,ua
H
uXτauA

2
2

}−1

+Q ·
{∣∣h2

u

∣∣ d0,uȧH
uXȧuA

2
1
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, (A.12b)

J−1
u,3,3 =

{
σu |hu|2 d2,ua

H
uXau

}−1

, (A.12c)

with Q = 1/ (A1A2 +A1A3).
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